BOLDLY ADVANCING
THE ENTERTAINMENT
EXPERIENCE
ROBIN HOOD BENEFIT 2016
A great blend of our audio and video services were in play at the 2016 Robin Hood Benefit. Our Cohesion System
allowed for uniform audio coverage throughout the venue. Our extensive work with touring musical artists allowed
for seamless integration into the evening’s festivities and our video expertise and gear contributed to the visual
success of the evening.

STRIVING TO EXCEED EXPECTATIONS
Those who produce the Robin Hood Benefit year after year know that our dedication to providing the top technical
solutions and crew makes a world of difference. Our depth, resources and experience allow us to face challenging
situations head on and pull off things that had been perceived as unlikely to be possible. Our ability to deliver for
our clients lets our clients deliver to their audience, which results in a spectacular experience.

“The partnership with Clair for Robin Hood has been amazing. The combination
of great service and project management with Josh Flower and the new Cohesion
speaker system made for a great partner. The show returned to an in-the-round
format this year after an eight year hiatus. New weight restrictions being enforced
made the previous plan untenable. The CO-8 speakers were the only viable option for
the PA in the dining area. The CO-12’s for Usher also allowed us to fly the PA instead of
ground supporting it as we had in past years.”
- Spike Brant, PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENT DESIGN GROUP
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